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The Sky This Month - July 2012

Blake delivered The Sky This Month presentation at the 4 Jul 2012 Recreational
Astronomy Night meeting at the Ontario Science Centre. The handout provided included
a calendar for July along with a star chart for locating a comet. The presentation notes
have been reproduced here. You may view or download and print the calendar PDF
file  (560 KB).

 

preamble

After a busy May and June, what with eclipses, occultations, and transits, you may be
looking forward to some "quiet" time. Well, July is a bit less intense. The Big Event is in
the early mornings of the 13th through 15th when the waning crescent Moon joins Venus
and Jupiter in Taurus. Have the camera, binos, and telescope ready. There are a couple
of opportunities to see double moon shadows on Jupiter. Three meteor showers are
occuring or starting up in July. Hope you're enjoying aphelion. Stay cool. And, happily,
the David Dunlap Observatory (DDO) summer Star Talks resume this month.

 

distant Sun

The Sun was at aphelion on Jul 4. Could you feel it? Could you tell? At aphelion, the
Earth is 5 million km further away from our star than on Jan 3, than at perihelion! Brrr!
There's a chill in the air...

Meanwhile, in Toronto, on Jul 4, the weather people were calling extreme heat alerts. A
good reminder that it is the tilt of the Earth that produces seasons, not the distance from
the Sun. Still, 5 million km! That's a lot.

A trick Blake learned to remember the difference between the "ap" and "peri"
designations, and which is which, is to use alliteration. Think "away" when you consider
"ap." So, aphelion, or apogee, with the Moon, means further away.

 

glowing air

The Sun interacts with the atmosphere and magnetic field of the Earth to produce aurora
borealis. Normally this phenomena is regularly seen above latitude 50° on Moon-less
nights.

RASC Toronto Centre members spotted aurora, 1 year ago plus 1 day, while at the Carr
Astronomical Observatory (CAO), which is at a mere lat 45°. Unfortunately they were
caught a little off guard and did not capture decent photos.
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Malcolm Park made great images of aurora from Whitby.

Be ready with camera and tripod to photograph aurora. As the Sun becomes increasingly
active, we may see more. Remember to keep tabs on web sites like Spaceweather.com
and the NOAA prediction center  to anticipate sightings.

 

glowing clouds

It was 1 year ago to the day (Jul 4) that RASC Toronto Centre members, again at the
CAO, were treated to another Sun-atmosphere phenonema. This time, the
rare noctilucent clouds. They are rarely seen below lat 50°.

Sharmin first spotted the strange, faintly illuminated, high-level clouds. Blake captured
over 40 photos. Four of the good ones are in the members-only Yahoo!Group photos
area.

 

tide maker

The Sun and the Moon affect the Earth of course in the way of tides. It seems Titan has
large quantities of water also affected in tides. More on that later. Below is a brief
summary of the Moon over the month:

3 - full (aka, the super-duper Thunder Moon)
10 - 3rd quarter (i.e. 3/4 of the way 'round in its monthly orbit)
13 - nears Taurus (the Big Show for the next 3 mornings)
17 - old Moon
18 - very old Moon
19 - new phase; beginning of the next lunation cycle
24 - near Mars, Saturn, & Spica
26 - 1st quarter; a good time to see the Lunar Straight Wall

 

on high

Viewing the solar system this week from the "top" shows the big picture. Remember, all
the planets move counter-clockwise around our star.
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Mercury was at maximum separation (or elongation) 3 days ago but it is moving between
Sun and Earth. Seeing Mercury this time of year is not easy for people in the northern
hemisphere. Still, it's possible with very good western sight lines. Scan for it first with
binoculars.

Mars and Saturn are "to the left" of the Earth therefore visible at sunset; whereas, Venus,
Jupiter, and Uranus are to the right so show in mornings. Neptune is a late night target,
as is poor, poor lonely Pluto.

We were rapidly moving away from Mars and Saturn so look while you can. We're
catching up to Neptune and Uranus. That's good news if you like hunting for Oberon,
Titania, Ariel, Triton, et al.

 

Saturn's treasures

The Cassini space probe in orbit around the ringed planet has been monitoring the
surface of Titan. And it has detected large tides, larger than expected. The current
theory is that this is due to large amounts of water under the surface. If Titan was solid,
the surface wouldn't change as much.
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Again, look at Saturn while you can. It sets around 1:00 AM. Saturn is always impressive
to view in a telescope. If you have good conditions, you'll see different cloud bands on
the surface of the gas giant. It's also rewarding to those using binoculars for one can
detect the rings and Titan, the largest moon.

 

ice hunting

There are many comets to see or image at an given moment. Use Seiichi Yoshida's
site  or Skyhound to track down quarries.

A well-placed target for us is comet C/2011 F1 (LINEAR). It is at the edge of Canes
Venatici (CVn) and Boötis (Boo). It is not terribly bright at the moment,  magnitude 11 and
a half or so, but it is expected to get brighter.

It is 1.3 arc-minutes in size, so fairly small (the Moon is 30').

Blake provided a finder chart handout. A PDF version  (144 KB) is available for
downloading and printing.

 

big event

The really big show this month will occur in the early morning, i.e. between 3:30 AM and
5:00 AM, in the east.
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On July 12, the Moon passes below Aries. Then, on 13th, the Moon nears Taurus. The
next morning is very neat: enjoy wide-field views as the Moon nears the Pleiades; put
the telescope on the gas giant to observe double moon shadows on the surface of
Jupiter. On the 15th, the Moon will between Venus and orange Aldebaran and Jupiter,
above the Hyades. Another photo op! One morning later, the Moon will be near ζ (zeta)
Tauri. Exit stage left.

During all of this fun, asteroids Ceres and Vesta hover quietly in the scene. Dark skies
will let you pluck those targets out.

Lots to look at!

You will want to be ready early before the sky starts getting light. If you have good
sightlines to the east, you'll catch Jupiter rising around 3:30.

A simple camera on a tripod shooting long exposures should yield very satisfying photos.
With a wide lens you should be able to expose for a few seconds without star trails.
Don't forget to use a cable lens, remote, or timer to reduce vibration.

 

humans in space

The SpaceX "test" mission, docking with the International Space Station (ISS), was a
huge success. Everyone is happy. Americans are particularly happy that they will soon
have their own carrier in service again. This was a milestone event, marking the first
instance that a commercial company reached low-Earth orbit and visited the ISS.

The Shenzhou 9 craft landed recently. China continues to develop their human
spaceflight program.

A Soyuz landed last week end; the next launch to the ISS is slated for Jul 14. That will
return the ISS to a 6 member crew.

If you want to see the ISS flyover in a dark sky, you will have to wait a bit. Viewings will
resume mid-month, in the morning. Something else to keep an eye out for in the early
morning! Remember, the ISS always travels west to east.

Keep tabs on everyone (and everything) at Spaceflight Now.

 

robots in space

The Canadian Space Agency's DEXTRE robot on the ISS was busy in June performing
repairs and maintenance on the outside of the space station. It is working well. The
significant advantage to this 'bot is that the humans on the ISS don't need to go out the
airlock as often, which reduces risk and saves time.
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The Mars Science Laboratory (MSL), launched back in the winter of 2011, is nearing
Mars. It is due to land on August 4, after the 7 minutes of terror. Landing on Mars is tricky
and the MSL has the most complex landing system to date so all eyes will be watching.

Automated cargo ships from Japan, the HTV, and Russia, a Progress, will be heading
uphill this month with supplies, parts, and consumables.

The NuStar X-ray telescope is starting up, going through tests and trials before
certification. Good luck fitting a 'scope that size in your back seat!

 

targets abound

When chasing down deep sky objects, double and variable stars, etc., concentrate your
efforts in the constellations Corona Borealis, Draco, Hercules,
Ophiuchus, Scorpius, and Serpens.

It is interesting to note that there are many interesting planetary nebulae visible this time
of year. Everyone thinks of the Ring Nebula or the Dumbbell (aka Apple Core). But try for
these:

Cat's Eye - NGC 6543
Turtle - NGC 6210
Blue Racquetball - NGC 6572
Saturn - NGC 7009
Helix - NGC 7293

Happy observing.

 

recap

To summarise, enjoy aphelion. Stay cool. Check out when the Moon joins Venus and
Jupiter in Taurus on 13. Have the camera, binos, and telescope ready. Remember, Jul
14 is the perfect time to watch, at low and high powers. Remember to try seeing double
shadows on Jupiter too.

Three meteor showers are occuring or starting up in July. So you'll probably see some
meteor streaks in dark skies. Of course, the Perseids peak next month.

And, happily, the David Dunlap Observatory (DDO) summer Star Talks (and star parties)
resume this month.

Be seeing you. We wish you dark skies.

Blake Nancarrow
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astronomy at computer hyphen ease dot com

And lastly...

 

do I have to go?

A conference on dark matter caught our eye with it's intriguing title: Dark Attack
2012 . Upon investigation, it was learned that it is taking place in Switzerland.
Check out the place. Stunning. Tough job, eh?
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